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1. WHAT WE CAN CALCULATE IN PHYSICS AND WHAT NOT

There are only four units In physics which determine the scales of all
measurable phenomena: length scale I, time scale t, mass scale m and
charge scale q. Since all charge in the world Is a multiple of the
electronic charge, q - ne, the last unit may be reduced to a pure
number. (This point will be discussed further later). There are no
generally accepted theories with a fundamental length lQ, fundamental
time t0, fundamental mass m0; and the last one Is surely not additive.
Thus we must keep these three units and establish some standards for
them. Other basic physical constants may be used to set the scales
Instead of the man-made standards like neter, sec and kg. We must
choose three quantities as incalculable and try to calculate and
measure everything relative to these quantities, which can then be set
equal to unity.

One such system Is based on the electron, perhaps the most basic
elementary particle,presumable absolutely stable. We can take as
uncalculable the mass of the electron m e and from special
relativity the velocity of light, and set

1, c - 1 and e' (1)

In these units, "K - *coapton • a"1 - 137.03, classical electron radius
re - (eVAntQin) - 1, te - r«/c - 1, Bohr radius aB . - o"2 . (137.03)2.
The system (1) Is based on "classical" quantities, and Is different than
the familiar units in particle physics: c • 1i - 1.

Another system of units is based on the assumption that the
gravitational constant C, and c and n are both uncalculable and
fundamental,and unchanging:

G - l , c - 1 . n - 1

In this system the scales for length, time and mass

(2)

1/2
™l - 1

1/2

<5l0~35m)i

(-10~5gr)

•Bl
1/2

- 1

are called the Planck scales and are Independent of any properties of
matter like m e or e.

The choice of a system, such as (1) or (2), Is not really
arbitrary or final. Ic depends what the theory considers to be more
a priori or basic, an electron or light, or gravitation, or the
quantum of action. Only a successful unified theory based on one such
system can tell us that the chosen system Is a good one. And once we
have assumed three such uncalculable quantities, all other quantities
become dlnensionless and should be in principle calculable (dimension-
less quantities are distinct from dlmensionless constants - see next
section).

One should keep In mind that setting c - 1 , for example, excludes
the possibility of explaining it further, in terms of the Young modulus
of a relatlvistic defonnable ather, for example; setting "b. » 1
excludes explaining the scale of atonic energy levels; afi » 1,
trying to understand the nature of mass, G - l , the nature of gravity,
etc. One might think that with the advance of physics we shall be able
to calculate eventually everything. One might think, for example, that
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the mass of the electron la of electromagnetic origin and could be
calculated from the energy of the electromagnetic self-field. But we
see that this is not the case. Even if we give up to calculate any two
of the three constants c, e2/4nc0, or ii (all three are related) we
still need a scale for mass. This could be n basic mass me, or any
other quantity, a length or a magnetic moment, etc. For example, the
classical calculation of the static Coulomb energy of the electron
requires a cutoff r0:

gives (3)

We see that the choice of the system (1) or (2) is equivalent to the
choice of an elementary length IQ, elementary time tQ and elementary
mass m0, all set to unity. But unfortunately they do not imply that
they are smallest possible units of length, tine and mass. The
question of a possible ultimate smallest discrete values of length,
time and mass Is still open.

2. FUNDAMENTAL DIMENSIONLESS CONSTANTS

The fundamental dimensionless constants are numbers in aoj system
oi units. Hence they must be calculable using any system. They are
four fundamental dimensionless constants that can be directly
associated with the strength of four basic category of phenomena:

1) a - - (137.0359)" * - 7.297 x 10~3 (electromagnetic) (4)

2) 0 - -*• - 1.836 x 10 (strong) (5)

(.- 206.7694

-^T- - 3.04 x 10 1 2 (weak) (6)

S - -, 2.3997 x 10
-43 (gravitational) (7)

One could also discuss another dimensionless number which involves
however a model of the universe, based on the relation

c'ft (8)
where J\, is the total mass of the universe and vX the radius of the
universe. Eq.(8) is of the same nature as the model of the electron,
Eq.(3). The dimensionless numbers re/R and n ^ are related by 6.

r e /4ire t u -i-l , rm •
(9)

6 •

The so-called Eddington number —
order of d*, so that J**

is sometimes assumed to be of the

There are two other dimensionless constants associated with two other
strengths of phenomena which we have not listed because they have
been already calculated. One is associated with the chemical force
between neutral atoms and is essentially calculated by the Heitler-London
theory of the H-bond. The other Is associated with the strength of
a-decay and is calculated by the tunnel-effect theory of Gamow and of
Condon and Gurney. They are both very weak manifestations of
electromagnetic interactions. By reducing these phenomena to
electromagnetism we have understood them, and understanding comes from
the calculation of the dimenslonlesB numbers Involved. These examples
are very instructive of what we mean by the calculation of fundamental
constants which we discuss in the next section.

Although it is true that there is no magic about the numbers in
Eqs.(4)-(7), a"1 is for example not an integer as Eddington thought
it was, and they can be multiplied by numbers like 2n or so, they
really set the scale of the phenomena, the sizes, times and inertia of
things. They can be defined entirely phenomenologically or
observa tlonally:

1)
pton _ magnetic

comptonBohr

2) 0 is the ratio of two observable masses

ff12

12p-ls T8-decay

This is the ratio of observable lifetimes in atoms to radioactive
lifetimes.

i \ . M gravitational force between two electrons (extrapolated)
electrostatic force between two electrons

3. THE MEANING OF CALCULATION OF DIMEKSIOHLESS CONSTANTS

The calculation of dimensionless constants is a delicate matter, and
we must be careful not to engage in pure numerology.

No theory can explain its postulates. The four strength parameters
a, 8, y, 6 enter as basic Input constants in four separate theories or
models of phenomena. Thus, in attempting to understand or calculate the
dimensionless numbers we must realize that we have to go beyond a
given theory. Here lies the difficulty. One cannot just go beyond a
theory haphazardly. The generalization of a theory must proceed from
the open problems of the theory and from the Inevitable connections
between the four separate different theories mentioned above. Any
meaningful calculation of fundamental dimensionless constants must
involve unification of theories. Me then speak of understanding a
theory when we succeed in calculating the diroensionless constant , and
understanding means reducing one theory into another, a3 the examples
of chemical interactions and a-decay discussed in the previous section
show.
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Thus the calculation of a, which is equivalent of calculating 1i
In terms of the classical quantities e^/4*£Q and c, can mean the
understanding of quantum theory in terms of classical electrodynamics
and some new input into the internal structure of the electron. Note
that in the case of the chemical forces and a-decay we have to put
some new input for the structure of the atom (and of the nucleus).

The calculation of 6 (we mean a dynamical calculation) implies
that hadron masses have something to do with the electron mass. If
hadron (or heavy lepton) masses have nothing to do with me, then S
would be just an accidental number with no meaning at all. One could
calculate the ratios of hadron masses among themselves from some
composite model of hadrons, just like calculating the ratio of the
masses of excited states of atoms to ground state. He would then need
a new mass scale for hadrons. But of course, hadrons are not entirely
Independent of the electron, as the decay of the neutron Into proton,
electron and neutrino shows. Thus, the calculablllty of 6 goes
beyond the standard complete separation of strong and electromagnetic
interactions and points to a possible electromagnetic origin of strong
interactions.

Same remarks apply to the constants Y and i. In the case of
T the question Is whether the Feral coupling constant Cp is a
fundamental new constant of nature, or Is determined again by
electromagnetlsm. In the electroveak standard nodel C F is still a
fundamental constant, but Gp and ez/4w£Q are combinations of some
other coupling constants g and g'. The nodel still has two coupling
constants; it Is not a unified theory. Alternatively one can introduce
e and the Basses of z" and W instead of Gp and G F 1 - Gp coaflj,
9-j - nixing angles; the weak interactions strength vary with 6j ana
are not universal.

Finally, the gravitational constant G may be entirely Independent
of electronagnetisa, In which case the Dirac's large number 4~1 t 10*3

is Just an accident, or perhaps having to do with the age of universe,
hence cosmology, see Eq.(lO). Or, there Is a relation between ,
gravitation and electromagnetism in which case the large number 6
should have a dynamical explanation.

4. ELECTRON THEORY AND ELECTROMAGNETIC 0RIC1N OF INTERACTIONS

We have seen that a meaningful calculation of dlmenslonless constants
requires sooe new extensions of the present theories, acme new input
into the structure of matter,or new hypotheses. I discuss in this
paper two such slight extensions of present ideas. They are really some
conservative follow-up of the elements which exist in the present
theories

1) Internal structure of the electrons

The method Is to take seriously the helical Internal motion of the
electron, called "Zltterbewegung", which Is Inherent in the Dlrac
theory of the electron. Any Internal structure to an assumed point-
like elementary object is bound to have profound effects, as the
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exanple of chemical force discussed before shows. The helical structure
of the pointlike charge of the electron gives the electron its spin and
a certain size and inertia, although,ve emphasize,the charge Is still
point-like. This will give us some possible mechanisms to understand
a and S.

2) The self-energy anomalous magnetic moment forces at short distances

Again we know that anomalous Magnetic moment of the electron exists and
contributes to the Interactions In atomic physics. He shall argue
further that these interactions become very strong at short distances
which then have far-reaching consequences concerning the elementary
particle interactions at short distances or high energies. If this Is
the case then strong and weak interactions can be different
manifestations of the electromagnetic interactions, hence the dlnenslon-
less ratios B and y become meaningful.

5. THE FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT a

Consider an atom making a transition between two levels of energies
Ej and Ej an emitting an amount of energy "fiaj In the form of
radiation. By energy conservation EJ-EJ - E - "fiw. This relation
between E and u is the fundamental hypothesis of quantum theory,
hence cannot be explained by quantum theory alone. We have to make a
certain extension.

The first question is: why Is the radiated energy from an atom
proportional to the frequency u of the emitted radiation and not to

The energy radiated by the electron per unit tine during an
acceleration a is given by

dE

dt
(ID

V
If the charge performs oscillations such as x - A sinut, then
A - A wcoswt, x * -Au^slnut. Hence a 2 - A^u^sin^ut and the energy
emitted during one period is

E • i-
*"

(12)

We could understand linear dependence of E on u If each component
of the velocity of the charge had the form x • c coswt with maximal
velocity being independent of u, say equal to light velocity. Then
the energy radiated during N periods would be proportional to u:

• - ! •
nNw (13)
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Indeed, In the Dlrac theory, the velocity of the electron has the
eigenvalues^ ±c. In the Heisenberg representation of the Dirac
electron, x, x and p ̂ are independent dynamical variables, and+

velocity operator x - ca commutes with both x and p, where a are
the Dirac matrices. This leads to a larger phase space than a point
particle. One can visualize the internal structure of the electron by
a helical motion of the point charge around a center of mass, called
Zitterbevegung 1). The spin of the electron can then be evaluated as
the orbital angular momentum of the helical motion around the center
of mass. In Dirac theory the dynamical variables are operators and it
is difficult to draw a picture. However, there is a classical theory
of the electron with a Zitterbewegung for which we can actually draw
the helical orbit of the charge. This theory is baaed on the
Lagranglan 2)

L - - fj (zi-zz) + P/'+<P)J- (14)

where X Is a constant of the dinension of an action; dots are with
respect to a proper tine T. The mass n does not occur in Eq.(14);
it comes in as a constant value of the Integral of notion
3C - ZT1J(PtJ-eAu)z - m. There is the notion of antiparticles in the
classical theory (14), and its quantization by a variety of ways leads
exactly to the Dirac electron 2)-4)_

Let us now apply the radiation formula (11) to the Zitterbewegung
with velocity x - cEf. We obtain for the radiated energy per unit time

dE 2 e~ ,„+.2
dl " 3~3 f c a )

(15)

.2
How can we interpret the operator d" In this formula? For the
transition between two energy levels E 2 and E± of an atom, we could
set

o 2 + hE-lalEjH 2 . (16)

In quantum theory, the absolute value squared of a matrix element is
a probability. Hence with (16), Eq.(15) is the probability of emitting
the energy dE/dt per unit time. The Einstein A-coefficient is the
probability of emitting a photon per unit tine, hence dividing (15) by
ran " E-j-Ei, we have

A _(

•f"Uf- tiff'

a(t) - e a(O)e
f tiff

Indeed, using the Heisenberg equation a(t) - e a(O)e It is
possible to calculate 5> Einstein's A-coefficient relatlvistically from
Eq.(17). So far this is exact relativistic quantum theory. Can we
calculate the radiated energy itself, i .e . / I dE/dt dt? The
velocity a in (15) is

(18)

Since we are not interested in probabilities but rather in the
actual value of acceleration, we make the heuristic assumption of
Replacing the matrix element |<E2|a|E^)|2 by i t s eigenvalue squared

2 3 i l l i h d i d Th i h bd2 ^
in calculating the energy radiated.

(15)quantum theory. We have then from

_T«2w/wN

E -

The i s where we go beyond

dE
— •dt

3 . 2 l
Id

4,, N —

(19)

Eq.(19) agrees with (13), and Is equivalent to an estimate of
o. For writing (19) as E - tui, we identify "fe - 2n e2/4*Eoc

2

*n or
N or

- 1
- 4uN (20)

This mechanism reduces the calculation of "n to the number of periods
N In a photon in the laboratory frame. How long is a photon of
frequency «? We see also why this calculation goes beyond quantum
mechanics, because such a question about the number of waves in a single
photon cannot be answered by quantum mechanics.

In an earlier attempt *>) we have assumed that the atom consists
of a continuous set of oscillators in every direction giving an
additional factor 4n in Eq.(ll), we have also calculated the energy
emitted in one period in the proper frame of the oscillating charge
T' » 2ir/u /lHi2 - 2it/« /j/2 (assuming an average 62 - (1/2)2) so
that the value for <x~l obtained was

o"1 - 136.7572

and with a Doppler correct ion a value a - 137.03 was obtained which
Is very c l o s e to i t s experimental value 137.0359. Al ternat ive ly , using
(20) , we need an estimate on the number of periods N In a s ing le
photon. Perhaps t h i s question can be answered when experiments can be
made on a s ing l e photon.

One should remark that the frequency of the Zitterbewegung for a
free e lec tron i s fixed uQ « me2/n and the free e lec tron does not
radiate in s p i t e of the o s c i l l a t i o n s . The Zitterbewegung i s the
natural non-radiating s t a t e of the e l ec tron as determined by the
Lagrangian (14) . The e lec tron radiates in the presence of external
f i e l d s which superimposes to the Zitterbewegung another o s c i l l a t i o n of
frequency u as we have assumed.

6. SELF-ENERGY OF THE ELECTRON ANL1 MUON-ELECTRON HASS RATIO

The mum-electron mass ra t io can be calculated If we can think of the
muon (and eventually T) as some kind of an "excited s ta te" of the
e lec tron . I t cannot be an ordinary e l e c t r i c exci ted s t a t e , l ike an atom.

-7- -8-



decaying as M * ey- It can however be an excited state of a
different kind decaying like

P + e <v v )
e u

The muon can also be thought to be a resonance In the channel ev v
of three particles. Heavy lepton spectroscopy differs from atomic
spectroscope In that the quantum of transitions between e, u and
T Is not the photon but the new quantum (vv).

The self-energy of the electron may give an answer to the
question of excited states of the electron.

The classical electron equation Including the self energy la the
nonlinear Lorentz-Dlrac equation. Hltten In proper tine T, this Is

The last t e n can be Incorporated Into a variable mass term

2

6b)

(21)

so that

(22)

First we show the analogy between the quantum Dlrac equation and the
classical Eq.(22). The former can be written using covariant Helsenberg
equations of motion as 6b)

_ext.
e F x

pv
1 + 1 - x*

1 2 u
(23)

where 96 i« the mass operator # " Y % • F o r a £ r e e particle,
Eqs.(22) and (23) become d/dt(mi ) • 2/3 V e2/4»£()c

3 Xp and
d/dT(3Cxw) - i fi/2 x' Apart from the factor (1), the two equations
coincide for *3C »(3/2)mc2/a which is equal to the muon mass. It Is
not yet clear what that means: it only compares self energy of thy
electron with the quantum effect of the nuon. The self-energy effects
have a characteristic size 2/3 e2/4it£^»c*, whereas quantum effects
have a characteristic sice -h/2mc, 137 times larger. For a muon the
Cowpton wave length becomes comparable to the classical radius of the
electron.

We must still add to the quantum Dlrac electron its self-energy.
In QED the self-effects are treated perturbatively. There Is however
a way to write the self energy contribution for the Dirac equation in
the form of • non-linear equation analogous to Eq.(21). This is
obtained from Haxwell-Dirac equations by eliminating the vector
potentials A,, and reads

This brings » new term to Eq.(23) in Helsenberg representation

uv 2 \ + R

(24)

(25)
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It is difficult to write the self energy tern in Helsenbetg
representation corresponding to the nonlinear and nonlocal term In the
Schrodlnger representation (24). Its effects however would be to

modify the Zitterbewegung, to add oscillations of an amplitude
a-times smaller. The resulting change in the spin or magnetic moment
is the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron which now finds
an Intuitive explanation. Its value for a weak field Is (a/2̂ |iQ and
exists also for the classical relatlvistic equation.

One can get a number of old and new Information from the nonlinear
equation (24). Old information are radiative effects like Lamb-shift,
spontaneous emission, (g-2), etc. New information is the possible new
localized solutions of (24) at short distances. Guided by equations (24)
and (22) we can write a nonlinear wave equation which has two exact
solutions, electron and ttuon, or the Mion as an excited solution of the
electron. The equation is (c » fa « 1)

- 0 (26)

The first solution satisfies (yp-m)^i - 0, for which the second term -
vanishes; at> we can choose m as the electron mass. The second solution
satisfies (yp-t*)^ " K*2« wh*r« K Is a constant to be determined. Or

(27)

(26)

(29)

(Tp - z

Inserting (27) into (26) gives K*2 - 2/3 a/« K
2*2 - 0, using

*2*2 * 1> K -f3/2}n/a. Hence from (27)

f
2

which is a rather accurate formula for the
Another version of Eq.(2G) has been given

second order equation

ssgof the muon.

We postulate a

where a is so chosen that the anomalous magnetic moment of the particle
has the classical value 2 (2/3)a. The two masses from (29) are mj
and m2 - I/a - ml3 and with I/a -f3/2)m/a (1 + 4a/3) we obtain again (28).
Is auon an "excited state" of the electron, or is It a bound state of
(evv)? These statements may be equivalent, for we can think also the
excited state of an atom to be a bound state of the ground state with a
photon. In fact a simple model of a magnetic bound states gives the
formula (28) and one for the t-lepton ") which relates vv-quanta to
magnetic interactions.

These calculations of the nuon-electron mass ratio make use of some
heuristic assumption, but in view of the enormous Importance of the
p-puzzle and generation problem they are worth considering.
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7. FEBMI COUPLING CONSTANT AND THE DIMENSIONLESS CONSTANT y

The constant Gp has been first Introduced In the 3-decay:_
n + pe~v, later with slight modification In the p-decay: y + e~v6vv
and then eu-scatterlng. For other new unstable particles the weak
coupling constant is written as Gp cosct or Gp sina, where a's are
the so-called mixing angles. Fermi's matrix element for n * pe'v
contains simply an annihilation operator for n and creation operators
for p, e" and Z, all multiplied by the phenomenological constant
Gp. It does not tell us what Is going on dynamically in the decay
process.

It is however possible to think of neutron as a dynamical long
lived resonance in the 3-partlcle channel (pe~v) bound together by
anomalous magnetic moment force 1 0 ) . Magnetic moment spin-orbit
forces produce deep short-ranged potential wells vhich can support
narrow resonances in the continuum which can then slowly tunnel.
In this way the B-decay is reduced to a mechanism similar to a-decay.
The model qualitatively accounts for the properties of the neutron.
But we must assume a small anomalous magnetic moment for the neutrino •
of the order av » (10~

9 - 10~l")gQ. This is the experlaental upper
limit for free neutrinos. We can then calculate in such a model the
Feral coupling constant Gp in terms of the magnetic moment of the
neutrino. One can say that this model calculates one constant in terms
of another. The point is however that the anomalous magnetic moment
of the neutrino is an electromagnetic property, hence one embeds the
weak interactions into the electromagnetic interactions. Moreover, a v

enters into many other processes, and could be measured or calculated
independently.

8 . THE PROTON-ELECTRON MASS RATIO B

Continuing the idea that all particles can be built from the two basic
stable spIn-1/2 particles, the electron and the neutrino, a model for
the proton Is p - (e+e+e~) bound by short-ranged magnetic forces.
It is difficult to perform a fully relativlstic three-body Dirac
problem. Moreover, the anomalous magnetic moment interactions have to
be included in a self-consistent way non-linearly. But in order to see
that such a mechanism can give the correct order of magnitudes we may
perform a relativistic WKB-method by finding the extremum of the energy.

First for a 2-body (e+e~) magnetic problem, we assume an effective
magnetic potential and a relativistic Hamlltonian of the form H )

H - 2p - eg/r2

where the magnetic moment is u - e/2m. We quantize the circular orbits
by rp " n, and set 3H/3p - 0. This gives p n « n

2/ey and
« 2 m/o. n2. For n - 1, we get the pion mass, n - 2, the n-mass.

Ke same method applied to the (pp)-system with the ptoton magnetic
momentum \i -(e/2H)2.79 gives the mass formula E,, - 2 M/a (l/2.79)n2

which for n • 1 with the Z°-mass of 92.8 GeV found in pp-collislons.

The
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Now for the 3-body magnetic problem p • (e e e ), we assume the
stable configuration of a Lagrange equilateral triangle 1 2' with sides
a • /3r and a Hamiltonlan H ™ 3p - eu/(*^r)2. The same quantization
and extremum procedure, pr - n and 3H/3p - 0 gives the mass formula
E n -(27/2)m/a n

2, which for n - 1, is close to the proton mass. (The
Coulomb corrections brings the number to Mp/me - 1840).

9. THE LARGE NUMBER 6'1

The dimensionless constant most difficult to understand is perhaps
S, F.q.(7), the ratio of the gravitational to electrostatic forces
between two electrons. The number 4~* is so large compared to all
physical processes that Dirac ^2) tried to understand it in terms of
the age of the universe and the variability of the constants of physics.
If we set

CM
(30)

with electronic time scale tB • rfi/c -(e /4it£(jnc) "li/mec - a "n/mec ,
then T becomes of the order of the age of the universe :
T - (a/e2S)(n/me2) * 10 1 9 sec. And if Eq.(30) had always been true,
then as T increases some of the constants must have changed with
time. This is a hypothesis. The limits on the variation of G, a,
a2, up-me/M , are q/Q < (10"1Z - 10"17) yr"1.

We shall examine here the connection between gravitation and
electromagnetism in order to understand che number S. A possible
macroscopic indication for such a connection comes from the Schuster-
Blacket law between the magnetic moment, spin and gravitational constant
G of the celestial bodies 13),I«)< H e c c m sid er now this problem from
the point of view of the internal structure of the electron. Any
internal structure of a quantum system is found to have an effect on
the force between atoms. We shall now apply this to the electron with
the internal notion of the charge around a flctious center of mass.
The only difference with the H-atom is the absence of the central
charge. Consequently the force between two electrons consists mainly
of the Coulomb force, but there are corrections.+ ^

Let the coordinates of the two charges be^ xj and x2- Charge 1
Is centered abound a_ and charge +2 ground b + wi$h relative
coordinates xĵ -a • Cj and %2 ~ D * ^2 a n d a - b • r, the distance
between the two centers of mass. The Instantaneous Coulomb potential
then gives

(31)
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The first term is the Coulomb potential as if the electron were point
particles. The additional terms can be Identified with spin forces,
because the spin is precisely the orbital angular momentum of the
relative coordinate t around the center of mass. Thus static spin
forces are the analogues of van der Waals1 forces. In addition, we
have the extremely weak radiation forces. A single electron does not
radiate in spite of the Zltterbevegung of its charge. But if we bring
another electron at a distance r, then the Zitterbewegung is a bit
distorted, the charge vlll accelerate and radiate. There is now
another force coning from these radiative processes even if the centers
of masses of the electrons are at rest. If we assume a force
proportional to acceleration and going like 1/r on each particle

(32)

where we have neglected the acceleration of the centers of mass, we
obtain for the time-average of this force over the rapidly oscillating
Zitterbewegung of both charges

(33)

This is always an attractive force going like 1/r which is
proportional to the average of the square of the velocity due to the
presence of the other particle. It is important that the radiative
force (32) be proportional to e 2 and not e. The argument of
Eq.(33) has been given by Cook 15> in the case of gravity to connect
1/r^-law with the Einstein-Sciama force. In our case, we attempt to
have a mechanism to calculate C itself. This requires the
knowledge of the coefficients In (32) and the equations of motion of
Zitterbewegung in external field. But the order of magnitude of G
seems to come out correctly, since the radiative force in question is
of the order of (AE/M)2 •* 10"30, where AE is Lambshlft in an atom
(a characteristic energy for radiative processes) and M the mass of
the atom.

This is only an Indication for a mechanism to calculate C on the
basis of electodynanlcs; a lot more needs to be done.
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